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Item 1. Opening and adoption of the agenda
1. Delegates were welcomed to the 10th Meeting of Health Accounts Experts by the Secretariat. The importance of the meeting with regard to the revision of the SHA manual was stressed, in that it provided an opportunity for country delegates to discuss the initial proposal for units in the first waves of the process.

2. Ms. Cathy Cowan of the United States Centre for Medicare and Medicaid Services was nominated and accepted to chair the meeting. The agenda of the meeting was duly adopted.

3. The first part of the meeting was devoted to discussions of current health accounts data collections and reports on ongoing projects related to the System of Health Accounts.

Item 2. Evaluation of the 2008 OECD, EUROSTAT and WHO Joint Health Accounts Questionnaire Data Collection
4. The OECD Secretariat (Mr. David Morgan) presented, on behalf of the International Health Accounts Team (IHAT), an evaluation of the 2008 OECD, Eurostat and WHO Joint Health Accounts Data Collection [DELSA/HEA/HA(2008)1]. The significant progress in the number of countries submitting the questionnaire and hence the improvement in health expenditure comparability was highlighted. At the same time, it was noted that further effort was needed to improve data availability and comparability on some specific policy-important areas (such as over-the-counter medical goods and cost-sharing).

Item 3. Proposal for the 2009 OECD, EUROSTAT and WHO Joint Health Accounts Questionnaire
5. The OECD Secretariat (Mr. Roberto Astolfi) then presented, also on behalf of IHAT, the proposal for the 2009 joint data collection [DELSA/HEA/HA(2008)2], stressing the intention to maintain the stability of the questionnaire by introducing no changes to the data tables. It was proposed to clarify the notes regarding financing sources and capital formation to improve the reporting in these two areas.

6. Following these two presentations, there was a ‘tour de table’ allowing each country to share its experiences and plans in reporting on the joint questionnaire. The main points made by country delegates were as follows:

- **Australia:** Will submit according to their own timetable with delivery of tables up to the financial year 2007/08 in September/October 2009.

- **Austria:** Provided SHA tables (for 2004) under the joint questionnaire for the first time and expect to provide tables for 2005 and 2006 under the 2009 collection. Also working on regional accounts (at a local government level), and a project on expenditure by age and gender should see results published in 2010.

- **Belgium:** No particular changes to the process for the 2009 collection; main unknown will be the timeliness of the submission because of the availability of data.

- **Canada:** Expect no problems with meeting the deadlines in 2009. Regarding the FSxHF table, they plan to undertake a feasibility study to collect information over the coming years.

- **Czech Republic:** Expect to provide the 3 main tables on time. Problems continue with information on private cost sharing. Information sources had been identified regarding non-profit institutions for 2003-07 and the Ministry of Health was working on clarifying the data on LTC. Next year they will continue to provide some information on RC but not on FS.
Denmark: New team in place including Statistics Denmark and had led to better data quality. Tables for 2003 to 2005 had been revised. Although some difficulty in meeting the deadlines for the 3 main tables in 2008 they foresee no problems for 2009.

Finland: SHA tables produced back to 1995 to a good level of detail. Certain challenges remain – such as capital formation. Hope to provide the FSxHF and RCxHP tables and see no problem with the timetable.

France: Expect to provide 3 main tables as for the 2008 questionnaire with the FSxHF later. Regarding the latter, seek clarification issues regarding taxes by households and the handling of deficits/surpluses.

Germany: No problems with 2008 reporting but would keep the same timetable in 2009, i.e. submitting data around 6 weeks after the deadline of end of March. No additional tables can be expected in 2009. The main area of work in 2008 had been the German Cost of Illness accounts.

Hungary: Some delays experienced in submitting the tables this year. The main issues related to the private sector with some data gaps. The proposed deadline appears tight for them with some background data not becoming available until end March.

Iceland: Reported SHA tables for the period 2003-06. Next year they plan to revise 2006 and submit the new tables by the March deadline. This year’s work had been included in their national health report and was accompanied by a news release and a webpage.

Ireland: Feasibility study ongoing with the three main tables planned with 2006 data which they hope to report. The main issues relate to availability of data on private expenditure while the public health expenditure data are generally good. A decision would then be made on the institutionalisation of SHA in Ireland.

Italy: SHA implementation study in progress, coordinated by the Ministry of Health. Hope to complete the 2009 questionnaire according to the minimum requirements.

Japan: Implemented some minor changes to the data this year and because of the deadline they would only be submitting preliminary 2006 data in October.

Korea: Submission to the joint collection now stable - report main tables and FSxHF. Hope to enlarge reporting to include RCxHP table and provide a better breakdown of public health and prevention categories. The end-March deadline is rather early regarding the availability of some data sources.

Luxembourg: Resource issues meant that they were unable to submit the questionnaire in 2008 but hope to be able to complete the 2009 questionnaire for the period 2003-07. Continuing problems with data coherence and the quality of data regarding private expenditure.

Netherlands: No problems regarding the timetable for 2009; expect to provide the FSxHF and RCxHP tables. The level of detail (of the functional classification) is still seen as a lower priority. Work to be undertaken to provide long time series back to 1972.

New Zealand: Completed the 2008 joint questionnaire with tables from 2004 to 2006. Expect to also submit the 2009 questionnaire.
Norway: No plans for any change to their submission practice and expect to submit the tables by the March deadline with preliminary data for 2008 via the Health Data questionnaire.

Poland: Will supply the three main tables according to the deadline. Continue to face some data problems.

Portugal: A different dissemination calendar means that that there will be a revision of 2006 in November (new benchmark for the year 2006) and first estimates for 2007 in December. Will concentrate on providing the FSxHF and RCxHP tables but continue to have no data on OTC and cost-sharing.

Spain: Apologies for the absence of the correspondent from the Spanish Ministry due to an organised forum in Spain. Ongoing statistical work with the autonomous regions and the concentration on private spending estimates.

Sweden: SHA implementation resulted in tables being produced for the period 2001-06. Next year definitive tables for 2006 and preliminary tables for 2007 with some more detail by function.

Switzerland: Delay due to change in personnel but hope to be on track for 2009 questionnaire. Some issues remain regarding provisional sources data and the distinction between ‘non-available’ and ‘non-existent’ data and the consistency between countries on reporting current and total health expenditures.

Turkey: Working on a study to improve estimates of out of pocket payments next year.

United Kingdom: Currently the Office for National Statistics is not allocating any resources to SHA – however, they hope this position might change. In committing such resources they are looking for consistency and stability and are interested in stressing the policy uses of health accounts. Some work done on prevention and public health expenditures according to the SHA and a draft paper on this was available.

United States: Expect to submit the 2009 questionnaire on time. Some improvements in the data and expect more data on cost-sharing to be available. Produce projections rather than preliminary estimates are produced and that there could be a discussion on how these could be incorporated.

Russian Federation: Main task was to work towards the requirements set out by the OECD and look towards harmonising existing reporting systems with these.

Romania: Completed the questionnaire this year and hope to improve some aspects of their submission next year.

Slovenia: Provided the 3 main tables for 2003-06 plus FSxHF; the revision and submission now part of their normal statistical production. Hope to be able to provide the RCxHP table and improve on timeliness next year.

7. Finally, Dr Ravi Rannan-Eliya representing the Asian-Pacific National Health Accounts network (APNHAN) reported that the JHAQ had been used on a trial basis twice with the network with valuable experience learned from it.

8. On behalf of the IHAT, the OECD Secretariat (Mr. David Morgan) thanked all delegates for the feedback and update of current activities related to national health accounts.
Item 4. Report on project for the development of guidelines for expenditure by disease, age and gender

9. The OECD Secretariat (Mr. David Morgan) presented an overview of the ongoing project of Estimating Expenditure by Disease, Age and Gender under the SHA framework [DELSA/HEA/HA(2008)3], including the main discussions from the previous day’s workshop. The draft guidelines drawn up in the first phase of the project and presented at last year’s expert meeting were in the process of being tested by six participating countries. Their feedback and recommendations will feed into the final project report and proposed guidelines, with an additional module to collect such data possibly incorporated into the 2010 JHAQ. The initial data results from the country studies are likely to form a Health Working Paper in 2009.

10. Sweden, one of the countries in the study, clarified the position regarding the different methodologies used and the difference in the overall estimates obtained. France pointed out that their experience of their own previous study had been that such work was resource intensive, and were interested in finding out the level of resources countries had committed and the frequency of such data request in the JHAQ. Both Finland and Portugal expressed an interest in the studies and looked forward to seeing more information on methodologies, particularly with regard to outpatient and private spending.

Item 5. Report on project for the development of guidelines for private expenditures

11. The OECD Secretariat (Ms. Sandra Hopkins) provided an update on the project to improve estimates of private expenditure [DELSA/HEA/HA(2008)4], outlining the guidelines produced by Dr Ravi Rannan-Eliya and the steps in testing the feasibility.

12. A number of countries welcomed the guidelines and noted the importance of the work and the progress made. Spain confirmed its participation in the testing of the guidelines and Ireland expressed an interest in providing feedback for what they saw as important for their ongoing SHA project. Korea commented on the proposed ranking of sources and methods, noting that the country-specific quality of data sources may affect such a ranking (e.g. with regards to the use of the Household Budget Survey (HBS). Both Switzerland and France also welcomed the document – the latter adding that the need for a direct calculation of total household payments was better suited to the French situation.

Item 6: Revision process for the System of Health Accounts manual: summary of the current state of the play

13. The discussion on the SHA revision commenced with a presentation from the OECD Secretariat (Ms. Sandra Hopkins), on behalf of the IHAT, on the current state of play. Initial proposals on six units of the revision were to be presented at the meeting, four in the first wave and two in the second wave. It was emphasised that all units presented should be considered as work-in-progress, and that the discussion at the meeting would help to refine these initial proposals leading to a first formal draft on each item in the coming months. It was also noted that, although the units would be discussed separately during the meeting, they do not stand alone and more coordination between the units will be required in the next phase. Some of the key challenges in moving forward on the programme of work for the SHA revision were reiterated, including the need to ensure a wide consultation process allowing sufficient time for debate and reconciliation of different views, and the need to ensure “backward comparability of data” to maintain time series. Delegates were reminded that a website (www.oecd.org/health/sha/revision) is dedicated to the SHA revision process, and that contributions can also be made on the SHA revision Electronic Discussion Group (EDG).
Item 7: SHA revision unit 1: purposes and principles of the SHA

14. Mr. Jens Wilkens (WHO) presented an outline of SHA revision unit 1 related to the purposes and principles of the SHA. He started by commenting on how SHA-based health expenditure data have been used for research and policy. Then, he suggested that the revised SHA manual should be a tool for a comprehensive description of the health system from the expenditure perspective and provide data that are more responsive to needs in health policy analysis. He presented a framework to analyse the functions and objectives of the health system based on the WHR 2000 health system framework. Finally, he presented the proposed main purposes of the SHA 2 as a checklist to be used throughout the revision process.

15. The discussant for unit 1, Mr. Mitsutake (Institute for Health Economics and Policy, Japan), commented on the policy relevance of SHA in Japan and emphasised that the SHA should reflect the evolution of health care delivery, in particular in the area of long-term care and prevention. He also proposed that the unit should find a balance between current purposes and future issues, and also include an introduction for countries compiling health accounts for first time users.

16. The United States said that it is important to keep in mind that the objective is not to measure the health status of the individuals but the total health expenditure.

17. Ireland said that the SHA data can only really describe the functional side of health systems. In order to measure the instrumental and ultimate objectives of health systems, one also needs non-expenditure data (e.g. health outcomes as a result of treatment, changes in health behaviors as a result of public health information campaigns). Korea, while welcoming the paper, also reminded delegates that the expenditure side is only one part of the health system.

18. Reflecting on the proposed framework to analyse the performance of health systems, France wondered why figure 1 in the proposed WHO framework does not include the determinants of health that are not related to health systems, as these should also expected to determine health status.

19. The delegate from Portugal said that the draft proposal was useful, but argued that the SHA should be viewed as a satellite account to the System of National Accounts (as proposed in the European National Accounts). She also suggested that it may not be advisable to finalise this chapter early in the process, since it will be influenced by other decisions taken for other units.

20. Denmark supported the idea of describing health care system through an input-output approach, and added that it is not necessary to build a new classification system, but rather to improve the SHA only where needed.

21. In responding to the comments, Mr Wilkens agreed that unit 1 is indeed broad and comprehensive in nature; thus it is not envisaged to finalise it before the links to other units have been properly considered. Moreover, he said that there is a conceptual difference between costs and expenditure, e.g. informal care. Finally, he stated that expenditure data are useful for analytical purposes and to measure the attainment of health policy objectives and this is far more ambitious as compared to description.

22. Tessa Tan-Torres (WHO) reiterated that an important consideration in revising the SHA will be the ability to link SHA1 and SHA2 for the purpose of trend analysis.

23. The OECD Secretariat (Ms. Sandra Hopkins) clarified that the end-of-October deadline for submitting written comments would not mean the end of the revision process for this and other units. She added that the first draft of this unit should be available for comments early in 2009.
Item 8: SHA revision unit 2: global boundaries of health care

24. Cor van Mosseveld (Eurostat) presented an initial proposal to unit 2 related to the boundaries of the health care sector. The proposal distinguishes between a core health accounting framework – including components on function, financing, and provision – and an extended accounting framework with additional components. He then discussed the main boundary issues: current expenditure versus total expenditure; consumption versus provision approach; household production (for own final use); medical good production versus final use of medical goods; nursing care versus long-term social care.

25. The discussant for unit 2 of the SHA revision, Mr. John Goss (Australia), emphasised the importance of including a rule about “principal” purpose in the definition of health boundaries, in order to have a non-overlapping classification system. He then discussed the different options that relate to long-term health and social care. Mr. Goss’ proposal was to limit long-term health care to pure medical and nursing activities, as initially proposed in the first version of the SHA manual.

26. Sweden added that they provided an input paper for this unit with a proposal of reporting LTC in three separate sub-groups: Long-term health care excluding ADL (LTHC); Long-term nursing care including ADL (LTNC); Long-term social care (LTSC). LTHC should be classified as HC.3 (only medical procedures) and the others as HC.R.6 (all activities related to ADL and IADL should be grouped together as a health-related activities). This proposal is supported by the revision of SNA according to NACE. As a possible approach in drawing the borderline between LTHC and LTSC, Sweden recommends the option "Professional qualification of providers" as the guiding principle and as a second best solution "Types of institutions".

27. Japan said that it is difficult to set boundaries and that they support the Australian view presented by John Goss on LTC. Korea said that the ‘core’ accounting framework should be for functional classification, as it is ‘clumsy’ for financing or providers and restated the importance of separating LTHC from LTSC.

28. Switzerland also said that the distinction between ADL and IADL is not adequate from the point of view of provision. Responding to the point made by Australia, Switzerland suggested that the idea of principal activity was not a satisfactory criterion because of the different organisational arrangements between countries regarding health care and overall there is the need to find a solution that improves comparability across countries.

29. The Netherlands said that LTC is a different dimension as compared to nursing functions such as curative and rehabilitative care. It is not to be included in the health care related functions but should be considered as a whole as in the Dutch Health and Social Accounts approach with no need to split between health and social.

30. On the other hand, Germany said that they do not agree to exclude ADL from health expenditure as it is a health component (without help with ADL, the health status of the persons would deteriorate).

31. Denmark agreed that ADL care should be considered as health. They expressed their concern, however, that many of the boundary issues presented in the paper (Table 1) could broaden the concept of health and a restrictive approach would be welcome.

32. Dr Ravi Rannan-Eliya said that there are clear implications for comparability across countries linked to the ADL/IADL split. He said that there are 2 processes taking place in the delivery of health and LTC services: increase in medicalisation and increase in institutionalisation of services that used to be provided “informally” by families. Given that a growing amount of money is spent on LTC in developed countries due to population ageing (1-2% of GDP), the extent to which LTC spending is included in health
spending will have a growing impact on the overall level of health spending reported by each country and will also affect the comparability of data, if the coverage of LTC spending varies across countries. He suggested, therefore, that it may be wise to use a conservative approach in including LTC spending under health care spending.

33. To the question of LTC, Portugal also agreed with the current definition proposed in the JHAQ, and that data were available for her country. On the other boundary issues, Portugal said that it is important to distinguish between current expenditure and total health expenditure. She proposed to keep gross capital formation separate from current expenditure. In their opinion, the consumption versus production approach was not an issue for unit 2, for it has to deal only with the compilation issue of estimating final consumption expenditure. Finally, she suggested including the pharmaceutical industry in the medical goods expenditure.

34. In response to the comments, Eurostat replied that, although a lot of discussion has already taken place on the definition of LTC, further discussion is needed to try to reach a broader consensus and final decision. The distinction between LT nursing care and LT medical care, as proposed by Sweden could make sense as a ‘conservative approach’. Cor van Mosseveld said that it is useful to keep the distinction between consumption and provision. Finally, an addendum to the question of separation of current and capital expenditure, the SNA revision would probably reclassify R&D as an investment for the future (although this itself is not a boundary issue).

Item 9: SHA revision unit 5: types of health accounts

35. The OECD Secretariat (Mr Roberto Astolfi) presented unit 5 on the types of health accounts. He said that the basic idea of the initial proposal is to borrow some of the methodology from the SNA and apply it to SHA, with the boundaries determined by SHA. The advantages of the proposal include an increase in the analytical power of SHA and the spelling out of the relationship to SNA. He stated that the two representations – SNA and SHA – complement each other rather than being in competition. He also stated that using the SNA sequence of accounts to represent the health system could provide the users of SHA with a richer set of information and that the full explicit use of SNA accounting rules might enable the solution of some problems in the revision of SHA.

36. The first discussant, Isabel Quintela (Portugal), welcomed the introduction of additional tables, such as supply and use tables, and institutional sector accounts to meet the data requirement. However, she pointed out that sector accounts cannot simply “borrow” from the SNA. She noticed that the complete sequence of accounts can only be compiled for institutional units, while for establishment only the production and generation of income accounts can be compiled. Ms Quintela also said that it is not necessary to define new transactions as the existing ones with the appropriate contextualisation are correct. Her main conclusion was that SHA should use standards of the SNA for comparability, harmonization, completeness and consistency reasons. She said that the concepts should be clearly explained in the respective chapters to which they refer. She proposed that the sequence of accounts be compiled on a voluntary basis and that if a sector account is used, financing sources are not needed.

37. The second discussant, Michael Müller (Germany), said that if the scope of analysis of SHA were to be extended, then the sequence of accounts might be one possibility. He indicated that the creation of sequence of accounts will be difficult for countries whose NHA are only loosely linked to NA. Thus he proposed that the sequence of accounts compilation must remain voluntary depending on national needs. He affirmed that the top priority of the SHA revision should not be on requesting additional information for SHA but on the clarification on the definition of total health expenditure and on the harmonization of the methodology. The main objective should be to increase the comparability of the data.
38. France supported this view that the priority should be to improve the comparability of existing data, not asking for additional information through the SHA. France does not oppose the principle of linking NA to SHA, but expressed concerns that while SHA1.0 focuses on consumption, SHA2.0 seems to focus on production. They do not consider this to be the right development path. France also said that there are limitations to the information that might be expected from the SHA, and SHA data alone should not be expected to measure productivity or efficiency. He also said that the production tables were not easy to fill out, and this could be eventually done only for public hospitals. France added that stock variations were of minor policy importance as compared to total expenditures. In conclusion, his suggestion was the sequence of accounts tables should be a proposal and filled out only on a voluntary basis, and that in order to avoid the development of concepts that put at risk the consistency of other parts of the manual, the existing tables should be completed first.

39. Sweden said that to define boundaries, a production perspective is needed. She added that net lending was not a useful concept in Sweden as responsibility lay with local governments, their accounts include also other sectors, and taxes were not earmarked.

40. Australia asked if it was possible to derive information on establishment units by their parent units (i.e. institutional units). Ms Quintela responded that this was not the case.

41. The delegate from Belgium said that the discussion was central to the SHA revision. He said that SHA should continue to focus on the consumption side, and that NA is measuring production, not consumption. He asked what we wanted to measure through SHA, as production is not equal to consumption. Belgium affirmed that moving towards production was not feasible, and he agreed with Germany and France that the main objective of the SHA revision was to consolidate the current concepts to improve comparability, and not to extend the scope of the SHA.

42. The delegate from Switzerland supported the view that the link to NA should not be a priority; the only link that is important is consistency at the total health expenditure level. On a separate matter, he suggested including in the SHA manual a set of questions which could be answered by using data collected through the JHAQ. As an example, he said that financing and sustainability could be analysed using the data currently collected with SHA, while performance could not.

43. In his reply, the OECD Secretariat (Roberto Astolfi) reminded the delegates that the proposal for unit 5 is currently only an initial methodological proposal. It should be kept in mind that the life span of the new manual is anticipated to be at least 10 years and data availability and technology for data collection and assembling will evolve over the next 10 years to the point where the development of greater links between SHA and SNA will be easier and increasingly desirable. In addition, the inclusion of new elements would enhance the quality of aggregates currently included in the JHAQ. For example, estimation of capital stock is required to estimate the consumption of fixed capital, which is an essential component of the non-market output.

44. Both Australia and Korea expressed their support for the methodology in unit 5 and its ongoing development.

**Item 10: SHA revision unit 7: ICHC-HC Functional Classification of Health Care**

45. Dr Riccardo Valadarres Cardrona (WHO Consultant) presented an initial proposal of SHA revision unit 7 related to the functional classification. The proposal had been based on a wide consultation process with the overriding principles to link to the purpose of final use and reflect the health care characteristic of continuum of care. The main classes of Care & Treatment, Public Health & Prevention and Stewardship & Governance were presented.
Dr Jeong (Korea), as the discussant for unit 7, commented that although it was excellent in conceptualisation, it would be difficult to implement and report to in practice. Dr Jeong raised potential data availability problems with the classification at the 2 and 3 digit level in relation, for instance, to governance, and care and treatment (e.g. the split between acute vs. chronic). He added that the WHO proposal had carefully tried to avoid mixing up functions with modes of production, but the inpatient and outpatient split is considered to be crucial and of policy relevance for some countries to understand changes in hospital activities. This view was also expressed by Australia, Japan and Portugal in the subsequent discussion. Dr Jeong also noted some problems with the nomenclature of the HC.2 Public Health and Prevention. Finally, from a policy point of view, the total sum of pharmaceutical expenditure is important, but in the proposed classification, pharmaceuticals are recorded according to their function.

Australia, Denmark and Japan supported the view that some of the proposed changes would be difficult to implement and emphasised the importance of ensuring that there is a clear link between the compilation of functional classification in SHA1.0 and SHA 2.0. This is important for data consistency over time. Australia and Portugal both raised possible data compilation issues with the split between acute and chronic care.

Australia also pointed out a problem of using governance as it could be considered to be an intermediate good not a final good. Finally, many countries appreciated the attempt to clarify prevention and public health by including a classification for individual prevention activities and a separate one for public health activities.

WHO concluded that the comments from countries were consistent in acknowledging the reasons behind the proposed changes in the classification but acknowledged the concerns about the feasibility of the implementation and how the important information concerning the mode of production would be maintained. The further issue related to the compilation of data in some areas and the need to ensure consistency with the current classification would be taken into account.

Item 11: SHA revision unit 9: Classification of Financial Sources

The OECD Secretariat (Ms Eva Orosz) presented an introduction to unit 9 and unit 10 in which she highlighted the 2 possible options for revising the classification of financing sources as a classification of schemes or institutional units, and the types of information provided by the alternative interpretations, i.e. transactions (e.g. taxes) versus actors (e.g. Ministries of Health).

Mrs Cathy Cowan (United States) presented an outline of SHA revision unit 9: Classification of Financial Sources, prepared at the request of OECD [DELSA/HEA/HAM(2008)6]. The proposed revision of unit 9 is built around a classification of actors that is consistent with the current classification in the Joint Health Accounts Questionnaire. Mrs Cowan did not propose using the terminology public and private, but using the basic headings of government, business, households and other private. A set of T-accounts which display combined information on both actors and transactions was proposed.

The discussant for unit 9 of the SHA revision, Mr Joe Kutzin (WHO, European regional office), emphasised the importance of using a classification of financial sources to measure who pays for the health system and what are the public, private and rest of the world shares. The critical distinction from a policy perspective is the contribution mechanism (e.g. general public revenues, earmarked taxes) or the transactions. He also emphasised that it is useful to have a distinction between compulsory and voluntary contributions. The framework also has to be relevant for a wide range of countries.

The general discussion focused on issues of how various taxes should be classified, and the distinction between public vs. private financing and compulsory vs. non compulsory insurance schemes.
Mr. Kutzin strongly objected to the assignment of dedicated taxes for public health insurance to households as this makes one kind of tax public and another kind private. Peter Scherer (OECD) supported this view by pointing out that any attempt to sort out the incidence of taxes and the contribution mechanism may mean that tax policy and health policy becomes confused. The basic premise should be that all government revenues come from households, businesses or the rest of the world.

54. Some participants spoke in favour of the usefulness of using the public vs. private terminology. The discussion indicated a need for better clarification on the classification of public and private corporations.

55. The delegate from Portugal commented that the financial sources table under the current JHAQ is not a priority for her country. She added that the proposal on financial sources was flawed in the sense that it does not follow the principle of mutual exclusivity. She would prefer to see the classification follow more closely the breakdowns provided by SNA.

Item 12: SHA revision unit 10: Classification of Financing Schemes

56. The OECD Secretariat (Ms Eva Orosz) presented an outline of SHA revision unit 10: Classification of Financing Schemes. The presentation gave the background to the development of the unit and emphasised the importance of defining ICHA-HF as a classification of financing schemes rather than institutional units. The main problems with the current classification are that it does not reflect adequately the complex and changing systems of health financing in countries such as the Netherlands. Two options were put forward to create the two main groups (HF.1 and HF.2). Under Option A, HF.1 would include only schemes which meet both the criteria of mandatory participation and inter-personal redistribution. Under Option B, the mandatory criterion would be used as the only main characteristic to differentiate between HF.1 and HF.2, regardless of whether inter-personal redistribution is involved. The presentation also highlighted the advantages of defining ICHA-HF as financing schemes over defining it as “establishment unit”. Finally, the presentation laid out the work-in-progress on the unit to develop a set of possible tools for analysing financing schemes and the links between financial sources and financing schemes.

57. The discussant for unit 10, Mr Joe Kutzin (WHO, European regional office), noted first that the initial proposal challenged his initial conceptions and made a good case for using financing schemes rather than agents (as in the current classification). He commented that a classification of schemes would need to be sufficiently flexible and generic to capture the growing diversity of arrangements. In addition, he felt that more attention needs to be paid to the classification of government programs to ensure conceptual consistency. In this regard, he noted in particular that the classification of schemes should accommodate differences in links between contributions and entitlements.

58. In the general discussion, France, the Netherlands, Korea indicated a preference for option A, with some European countries noting that Option A was more consistent with ESSPROS. On the other hand, Mr Kutzin commented that Option B (that is to include all compulsory schemes under HF.1) may be more consistent with a health policy framework. The Netherlands and Portugal raised a concern about the differences in social insurance terminology used between SHA and SNA. Switzerland liked that the proposed classification for financing schemes does away with the public vs. private distinction. Korea, on the other hand, noted that the public vs. private distinction is politically important.

59. In responding to comments on units 9 and 10, the Chair and the OECD Secretariat noted that further reflection and modifications on these and other units of the SHA revision will be needed as expected, and encouraged countries to send any additional written comments on the initial proposal regarding the six units discussed during the meeting by email before 31 October 2008.
Item 13: Overview of activities on health at the OECD

1. The Secretariat (Peter Scherer, Head of the Health Division) provided an overview of recent and upcoming activities on health at the OECD, including the Draft Programme of Work in 2009-2010 related to monitoring the performance of health systems and achieving high-performing health systems.

2. Regarding work to monitor the performance of health systems, the OECD Health Committee has given high priority to work on Health Accounts, OECD Health Data and the Health Care Quality Indicators project. The Draft Programme of Work envisages greater linkages between the different streams of data work, to enable performance analysis at different levels (system-wide, subsector and disease-based).

3. In the area of analytical projects, the joint work with the Economics Department to examine the links between the institutional characteristics of health systems and their performance was noted. In order to develop an information base on health system institutional characteristics, the Secretariat will launch in October 2008 a survey to collect qualitative information on health financing and coverage, health care provision, and governance and resource allocation issues. This will complement existing quantitative information collected through the OECD Health Data questionnaire and the Joint Health Accounts Questionnaire. This survey will not be directed at Health Data Correspondents or Health Accounts Experts.

4. The release of two recent OECD publications was announced: The Looming Crisis in the Health Workforce: How can OECD Countries Respond? and Pharmaceutical Pricing Policies in a Global Market.

5. The next meeting of the Health Committee, scheduled for 10-11 December 2008, will discuss plans for an OECD Meeting at the Ministerial Level in 2010. The meeting will also review progress on other current OECD activities, including work on health statistics and indicators, long-term care, the adoption of information and communication technologies in the health sector, and a draft final report from the project on the economics of prevention.

Item 14: Development of Purchasing Power Parities (PPPs) in the health sector

6. The OECD Secretariat (Ms. Francette Koechlin) reported on the preparation of the 2008 OECD-Eurostat PPPs questionnaire. This is administered every three years, for the purpose of estimating economy-wide PPPs for international comparisons of GDP in volume. She described the current survey which will be conducted in November-December 2008 in 55 countries, and focused on the current methodology used to collect price information for health goods and outpatient services. There is a need for more interaction between health experts and PPPs experts at the national level, to improve the availability and reliability of the data submitted on the health component of the questionnaire. The Chairperson supported this recommendation. The list of national correspondents for the OECD-Eurostat PPPs questionnaire was made available to facilitate interaction.

7. In the second presentation, the OECD Secretariat (Mr. Luca Lorenzoni) reported on next steps to improve the methodology for developing output-based PPPs in the health sector, with a particular focus on the hospital sector. The new methodology is currently being tested in six pilot countries – Australia, Canada, France, Korea, Norway, and the United States. It aims at comparing across countries the unit average cost of a representative set of hospital products. He also presented the results of the questionnaire to assess data availability at the hospital level that was sent out to all OECD and Eurostat countries (as well as other countries participating in the PPP programme of work) in June 2008. Due to the postponement of
the Health Committee, the dates of the 3rd Health PPPs Task Force meeting have been moved to 8-9 December 2008.

8. The delegate from Portugal said that for consistency, it was important to compare the methodologies used by countries to estimate a cost by product. It is also important to evaluate whether all relevant resource items are included in the unit cost measurement. The United States agreed on the approach proposed and suggested to rank the case types according to homogeneity and representativity of products. Australia said that they were satisfied with the pilot work thus far, and they will produce an interim report on the result of the feasibility study in their country.

**Item 15: Health care quality indicators (HCQI) project: progress and next steps**

9. The Secretariat (Niek Klazinga and Sandra Garcia-Armesto) outlined the progress and future priorities of the OECD Health Care Quality Indicators (HCQI) project. The aim of the project is to develop an indicator set to explore and raise questions about the quality of health care across OECD countries. Following the conceptual framework that was adopted for the project a few years ago, two streams of activities are currently being pursued:

1) a regular data collection of indicators of quality of care that have been assessed by the HCQI Expert Group as being suitable for international comparisons; and

2) the development of new indicators in a number of priority areas.

10. Several indicators are already collected through the OECD Health Data questionnaire. For those remaining, data will be collected through a questionnaire to be administered to the HCQI Experts group in November 2008, in parallel with the Health Data collection. The HCQI data collection will benefit from ongoing methodological work to improve the quality and comparability of these indicators. The results from this data collection will be reported in an expanded chapter on Quality of Care in the 2009 edition of *Health at a Glance*.

11. With respect to indicator development, progress has been made in 2008 in a number of priority areas, including:

i. **Patient safety**: A Manual on *Facilitating Cross-National Comparisons of Indicators of Patient Safety at the Health System Level in OECD countries* has been released as OECD Health Technical Paper No. 19. Following testing, a number of indicators on patient safety will move from a pilot data collection to the regular data collection. Developmental work in the area of patient safety is being carried out in close collaboration with international organisations specialising in quality and patient safety, including WHO’s Global Alliance on Patient Safety, DG SANCO Working Party on Patient Safety and the European Commission-sponsored EuroNetPas and SImPatIE projects.

ii. **Mental health care**: The Secretariat has also released OECD Health Technical Paper No. 20, reviewing the *Information Availability for Measuring and Comparing Quality of Mental Health Care across OECD Countries*. The mental health expert subgroup has proposed that two indicators related to unplanned hospital readmissions be included in the regular HCQI data collection.

---

1 All HCQI Technical Papers are available at [www.oecd.org/els/health/technicalpapers](http://www.oecd.org/els/health/technicalpapers) or on the HCQI website at [www.oecd.org/health/hcqi](http://www.oecd.org/health/hcqi).
iii. **Primary care**: Developmental work has identified a set of indicators related to avoidable hospital admissions, which will also be included in the regular HCQI data collection.

iv. **Responsiveness/patient experiences**: Work has begun to develop a core set of questions for use in population-based surveys and to promote the standardisation of patient-based surveys.

12. The next meeting of the HCQI Expert Group will be held on 23-24 October 2008. The main purpose of the meeting will be to review progress on activities and to discuss proposed priorities for further data development and analytical work.

**Item 16: Measuring disparities in health status and in access and use of health care: progress and next steps**

13. The Secretariat (Michael de Looper) presented work-in-progress to assess the availability and comparability of indicators of equity and disparity in health by socioeconomic status (SES), with a view to including a suitable selection in *OECD Health Data*. The presentation was drawn from a draft paper that had been presented to the May 2008 Health Committee meeting [DELSA/HEA/HD(2008)1].

14. Indicators of health status (mortality, morbidity and summary health measures), as well as health care access and use (health insurance, health service use, unmet health care needs, and out-of-pocket expenditure) are being assessed. The selection of indicators is constrained by a number of factors, including data availability, the requirement for linkage between different health data sets, and the harmonisation of definitions and survey instruments.

15. Initial indicators flagged for routine collection in *OECD Health Data* include self-rated health by income or education group, self-rated disability by income or education group, and unmet health care need by income group.

16. The work was received with interest. A number of correspondents questioned how different ways of measurement across countries can be reconciled. The United States saw disparities by socioeconomic status as important, as well as inequalities by race or ethnicity. The United Kingdom highlighted research that had been done to measure dispersion in age at death, and suggested its use as an indicator.

17. Several correspondents pointed out that cultural differences could complicate using self-rated health and disability by SES. The Secretariat responded that the interest is not in comparing the absolute level of inequality across countries, but in comparing relative levels within countries.

18. Comments on the proposed approach were welcomed by the Secretariat. The paper is due to be completed by the fourth quarter of 2008.

**Item 17: Proposed framework for data collection on long-term care**

19. The Secretariat (Francesca Colombo) presented a framework for future data collection on non-monetary indicators of long-term care (LTC). The results of the 2008 data collections on LTC beds and recipients (based on the regular 2008 *OECD Health Data* collection) and on the LTC workforce (based on a pilot questionnaire sent in March 2008) were evaluated in terms of data coverage, comprehensiveness, quality, and consistency in the definitions used. A proposal for the next round of LTC data collections was then put forward, including options related to:

i. the process of data collection and reporting;

ii. refinements in the definitions used; and
iii. the data specifications requested [DELSA/HEA/HD(2008)2]

20. Several correspondents (Norway, Finland, the Netherlands, Japan, Switzerland and the United States) expressed general support for data collection on LTC resources and utilisation, which they consider important from a policy perspective. There was also general agreement not to expand data collection on LTC resources and utilisation before data quality and comparability on a core set of indicators and specifications are improved. Switzerland did not support the collection of data on LTC workers by country of origin, and several countries (including Germany and Italy) mentioned in written comments after the meeting that data on LTC workers by country of origin and education level are not available.

21. Regarding data collection, one country (Norway) favoured the idea of setting up a dedicated network of LTC experts, while the Netherlands and the United States suggested relying on the existing network of OECD Health Data National Correspondents. In written comments received by the Secretariat after the meeting, this latter view was also supported by Germany, Iceland and Finland, while Italy indicated a preference for the establishment of a dedicated network and the Czech Republic suggested that a network could be used on a temporary basis until data collection, particularly on LTC workers, becomes regular.

22. Some countries (the Netherlands and Switzerland) supported the idea of collecting data on the LTC workforce once every two years. This view was supported by Germany and Finland in written comments following the meeting. However, the Czech Republic suggested that at least in the initial phases, the data collection on LTC workforce should take place annually.

23. Two countries mentioned limits in data availability: Finland, for data on the LTC workforce which are not regularly collected; and Japan, for data on LTC recipients at young age groups (i.e. below 40 years old). Japan also explained that the increase in the number of LTC beds over recent years is due not so much to the introduction of their LTC system, but to a change in the definition of the institutions included in the data collection.

Item 18: Brief update on development of dissemination systems for OECD health statistics

24. The Secretariat (Marie-Clémence Canaud) provided a brief update on the growing number of tools used by the OECD to disseminate the health statistics collected from National Correspondents. The database OECD Health Data is available online (http://www.ecosante.org/oecd.htm) and on CD-ROM. Selected data series and all Sources and Methods are available free of charge on the OECD Health Data website (www.oecd.org/health/healthdata). Key indicators are also presented every two years in the publication Health at a Glance.

25. Additionally, all official delegates connecting to OLIS now have access to the online database. Further dissemination is also planned in OECD.Stat, which already includes the key data series disseminated free-of-charge on the OECD Health Data website. OECD.Stat also includes a separate SHA database, containing the data from the Joint Health Accounts Questionnaire.

26. Correspondents are invited to contact the Secretariat if they have any questions concerning access to the database.
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